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            Adventure Photo Tours
                
        


        

        
            Over the years, Harry Fisch has led and organized small, carefully designed, exclusive photo tours to exotic destinations. Our expeditions are exciting,  passionate, and fun. Photography is our excuse to explore different worlds, to discover realities other than our own,  and to see what happens behind the scenes and beyond what a normal traveler sees and experiences.

            Travelers of all levels and ages,  novices,  and experienced photographers,  join our trips with a focus on travel photography and people. This is not a sightseeing tour in which a photographer has been included.
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    Who's Harry Fisch


    
        
    



        Harry Fisch is a travel photographer who founded Nomad Photo Expeditions in 2011. The Winner of the 2012 World National Geographic photo contest in the Places Category and later disqualified due to editing-out a plastic bag (read the post (read the post How I won and lost the National Geographic contest in less than one second").  
His work has deserved since then numerous awards: Official selection in 2010 by Photoespaña in the section “Discoveries” 
        
        finalist in the Sony 2012 World Photo Awards, two Jury Awards in 2014 in the Grand Prix de la Découverte, 2019 two IPA Professional Awards of Merit, 2019 finalist in the Travel Photographer of the Year. In 2020 he has been awarded a Bronze in the professional category on the MIFA (Moscow International Foto Awards), 2020 finalist at the IPA as well as two honorable mentions. 2021 was the year for a 1st price (Gold) in the Fine-Art category of the prestigious PX3 (Prix de la Photographie de Paris) as well as a honorable mention. In 2022 The Tokyo International Foto Prizes (TIFA) made an official selection of 3 of his series and awarded two additional series with Honorable Mentions. In 2022 he won LENS CULTURE (Critic's Choice) award and CRITICAL MASS award

       
        Harry Fisch's work has been published in various prestigious web photography sites such as Lens Culture, Maptia, Ephotozine, to name a few. He contributes to International Photography Magazines as SLR Lounge, Lightstalking, Digital Photography school, Extraordinary Vision Magazine, (USA), Photography Week, Digital World (UK), Fotógrafo Digital(Spain), and several other.

          His interest in the photography of localities and cultural realities has seen him travel through the "Golden Triangle" area between Laos, Burma and Thailand, the camel fair of Pushkar in India, visiting the famous temples of Bagan in Myanmar or spending days in the lost salt mines in the desert of the Kutch. Mongolia, Cuba, Ethiopia, Myanmar, Senegal, Japan, are just an example of the destinations - more than 50 countries - that Harry Fisch has documented and later included on many itinerary of his photo tours.

          Harry Fisch designs the photographic tours from the human perspective; looking for different locations, sometimes a nearby residence, or attending an event, accepting an invitation that can make contact between the traveler and the people the photographer more real and personal.

          After years of traveling, has come to the conclusion that technique and vision are indispensable tools, but that empathy, curiosity, pleasure through personal relationships are the determinants which enable photography to transmit so much more than a post card.
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        Who's Roberto Pazzi

    
        
            
        

    
    
            Roberto Pazzi is a bilingual award-winning travel photographer. An engineer by education, he has been dedicated to travel and photography for years. An expert tour leader he has been traveling around the world to more than 60 destinations designing expeditions and photo tours.  Here you can visit a post with one of the many interviews with Roberto Pazzi with his memories and ongoing projects.
            

            

             “Photography makes me look at the world like a child. That reminds me that the simplest things are also the most important ones….” Simple moments and images describing the wonderful miracle of life. Every single face is like a book of the life of someone where every wrinkle is telling a story of that book. Behind every human being there are stories made of emotions, scents, lives, rumors, memories, voices, tired hands, wet eyes, smiles."

            Awards

            
                
	Winner | The Artist Gallery Travel Photography Awards 2023
	Silver Winner | VIEPA (Vienna Int. Photo Awards) 2023
	Bronze Winner | reFocus World Photo Annual Awards 2023
	Honorable Mention | ND Awards (Natural Density Photo Awards) 2023
	Honorable Mention | PX3 (Prix de la Photographie Paris) 2023
	Honorable Mention 1 | VIEPA (Vienna Int. Photo Awards) 2023
	Honorable Mention 2 | VIEPA (Vienna Int. Photo Awards) 2023
	FIAP Honorable Mention | Salon Int. Ciutad de Ceuta 2023
	Silver Winner | PX3 (Prix de la Photographie Paris) 2022
	Winner | GPA (Global Photo Awards) 2021
	Winner | 500px GPA (500px Global Photography Awards) 2021
	Winner | MonoVisions Awards 2021
	Winner | VIPA (Visual Int. Photo Awards) 2021
	Gold Winner | ND Awards (Natural Density Photo Awards) 2021
	Gold Winner | MIFA (Moscow Int. Foto Awards) 2021
	Silver Winner | VIEPA (Vienna Int. Photo Awards) 2021
	Bronze Winner | Chromatic Photo Awards 2021
	Bronze Winner | BIFA (Budapest Int. Foto Awards) 2021
	Bronze Winner | TIFA (Tokyo Int. Foto Awards) 2021
	Honorable Mention | APA (Annual Photography Awards) 2021
	Honorable Mention | VIEPA (Vienna Int. Photo Awards) 2021
	Honorable Mention | TIFA (Tokyo Int. Foto Awards) 2021
	Winner | PIL WC (Photo Is Light World Contest) 2020
	Silver Winner | TIFA (Tokyo Int. Foto Awards) 2020
	Silver Winner | ONE EYELAND 2020
	Honorable Mention | ND Awards (Natural Density Photo Awards) 2020
	Runner-Up | TPOTY (Nikon Travel Photography of The Year 2020


            
            Publications

            
            
	National Geographic (Italy/Spain)
	National Geographic Travels (Spain)
	Geo Magazine (France)
	The Times (UK)
	The Daily Telegraph (UK)
	The Daily Mail (UK)
	The Guardian (UK)
	The Sun (UK)
	The Daily Star (UK)
	N-Photo (UK)
	Dodho Magazine (UK)
	Unilad (UK)
	Photography Masterclass Magazine (UK)
	Life Force Magazine (UK)
	Civilization (China)
	Luxury Splash of Art (US)
	Capture Mania Magazine (US)
	What's Hamptoning (US)
	365 Art Plus (Japan)
	Shades of Color (France)
	Edition Gope (France)
	Photographers Magazine (Portugal)
	RNE - Radio Nacional de España (Spain)
	Radio Canale Italia (Italy)
	L'Eco di Bergamo (Italy)
	InterPhoto Magazine (Italy)
	Pentaprism Magazine (Italy)
	Retro Kolkata Magazine (India)
	iDNES (Czech Republic)
	Nargis Magazine (Azerbaijan)
	Elu24 (Estonia)
	Nova Television (Bulgaria)
	EXT Magazine (Brazil)


                
            Exhibitions

            
            
	Galerie Joseph Le Marais (Paris, France)
	Brick Lane Gallery (London, UK)
	Hinterland Gallery (Vienna, Austria)
	PhotoKina 2018 (Cologne, Germany)
	Qlick Gallery (Amsterdam, Holland)
	ET AMS, Gashouder (Amsterdam, Holland)
	Oborishte Gallery (Sofia, Bulgaria)
	National museum (Chelyabinsk, Russia)
	Mart  Photography Center (Ekaterinburg, Russia)
	Mecenate Fine Art Gallery (Rome, Italy)
	Palazzo Ca' Zanardi Cannaregio (Venice, Italy)
	Galleria Meravigli (Milano, Italy)Palazzo Berva (Cassano d'Adda, Milano, Italy)
	Visual Art 4 Impact, BIG BO (Bologna, Italy)
	Castello di Pagazzano (Bergamo, Italy)
	Sala Giuseppe Montanari (Varese, Italy)
	Galleria Civica "G.B. Bosio" (Desenzano, Italy)
	Art Primitive Gallery (Sarzana, Italy)
	International Festival of Photography (Mazara del Vallo, Italy)
	Valid World Hall (Barcelona, Spain)
	NFT NEXUS: Tri-City Unveil (Islamabad, Lahore, Karachi, Pakistan)
	Superlative Gallery (Bali, Indonesia)
	Casacor 2019 (Sao Paulo, Brazil)
	International Photography ( Dali, Yunnan Province, China)
	Poppy Ball 18 (Riyadh Kingdom, Saudi Arabia)
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        We witnessed some phenomenal and genuine moments....  Way over what I have known until today. Perfectly organized, Outstanding photo sessions. Harry  is so passionate as if it was his private photo trip.

        

    	
        	
                A Great Experience
                    
	Small Groups
                    
	The Best Access
                    
	Accommodations
                    
	Needed Skills
                    


        
                    
                      
                                Incredible destinations, great locations within the destinations, interesting subjects and places, the best photographic support and a  positive  day to day  atmosphere.   All this together with nice lodging and food. Most of our trips are Photo Tours, and a few Workshops.  On a photo tour we spend about 80%of our photo time taking photos, and about 20% on analyzing them and honing our vision.


                                Far less academic than a photography workshop, these trips take place in remote areas that are beautiful and certainly intense, and you start in hands on from the get-go. A professional photographers will give you advice on the technical aspects of photography as needed, but above all, about the environment of the shooting: the way to approach the subject, the preparation, the equipment. Spontaneous lessons will alternate between set photo sessions,, analysis of photographic techniques and photo reviewing.

                        

                        
                            We put together small groups, between 6 and 10 people at the most, which we keep small in order to fit in all of the special interests of each participant. A friendly and less aggressive integration between the traveler and the locations we visit.  The size of the group does matter. Sharing knowledge with people going on photo trips has to be done personally.  On one hand, a big group just can’t make “intimate” photos and on the other, the leading photographer can’t devote enough attention to the individual traveler-photographer within a large group.


                            With  plenty of time to discuss technical problems, creative doubts, or any other personal matters that may arise.   Some are concerned with technique, others with how to approach human subjects, and almost all of them with their personal approach to the artistic element of photography. 

                        

                        
                            Beyond the  destination itself we  look at the most  interesting themes and subjects in each location. You need to  know what is authentic or of genuine photographic interest and what isn’t, and you need, of course, a solid connection to the locals. 

                            
Years of investment in local research,  looking for interesting places to visit, struggling to create  the proper contacts,  handpicking hotels.  We are all passionate about photography, and want our clients to share that. We approach this challenge by creating opportunities to catch everything at its best; people interacting until we hit the perfect, most natural and real scene.

                                    
Only after years of photographic experience on the ground do you get to know a locale’s special feeling, out of the way places, and how to make ties with the people who live there as well as with their reality.

                        

                        
                                Our priority, when choosing accommodation, is to give you proximity to the desired photographic location and contact with local people. All in comfort! 4 stars hotels, boutique hotels and  occasionally 5 stars. We stay at well-placed hotels that allow us to reach the area of photography in a short time, and have good amenities, such as that have private bathrooms, air conditioning and/or fans.

                        

                       
                  We share our destinations with passionate beginners as well as advanced amateurs and, occasionally, with a “pro”. Much of the style  of the tutoring on our trips  is focused on the analysis of  the work needed to create a picture: what can be relevant to a scene, how to establish the plot of the photograph, how to guide the eye of the viewer, create a rhythm and a direction for the photograph.
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                        Capturing the Essence: A Photographic Journey to Cox’s Bazar
                    

                    
  Capturing the Essence: A Photographic Journey to Cox’s Bazar   Our photography tour to Cox’s Bazar, in Dhaka, Bangladesh, is not just about capturing stunning images; it’s an immersive experience into the life, struggles, and beauty of a community deeply intertwined with the sea. In the early hours before dawn, the sleepy coastal town […]
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                        BANGLADESH PHOTO TOUR: A PHOTOGRAPHER’S ADVENTURE
                    

                    
  Beyond Snapshots: Experiencing Bangladesh Beyond the Photo Tour   Our photo tour to Bangladesh turned into a unique photo tour, capturing the contrasts and beauty of the country through our cameras. Each place we visited offered unique  photographic opportunities, from bustling city scenes to tranquil countryside vistas. We have already published the next  Bangladesh […]
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                        PAPUA NEW GUINEA MORE THAN A PHOTO TOUR
                    

                    
  Papua New Guinea, more than a Photo Tour   With over 800 different languages and a huge number of tribe societies, Papua New Guinea (PNG) is a great example of how strong the spirit of humanity’s first societies can be. From the highland valleys to the dark forests, each tribe adds something different to […]
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                        PAPUA NEW GUINEA A FASCINATING EXPLORATION
                    

                    
  PAPUA NEW GUINEA A FASCINATING PHOTOGRAPHIC  ADVENTURE   A photo tour to Papua New Guinea  is fascinating and immersive, offering a unique opportunity to meet various indigenous tribes, each with their distinct cultural practices and traditions. Each tribe’s attire is not just for show but is deeply embedded in their cultural identity, traditions, and […]
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                        “The Art of Disappearing” exhibited in Madrid, at Tamara Kreisler’s Gallery
                    

                    
The Art of Disappearing will be exhibited at Tamara Kreisler’s Gallery I am thrilled to announce that selected pieces of my work The Art Of Disappearing will be in Madrid  at Tamara Kresiler Gallery ( may 11-th to june 1st) . I would very much like to introduce you in person to the work. Some selected, […]
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				IMPORTANT NOTICE: Travel arrangements, logistics, stocks, supports and all aspect of insurance, in accordance with current spanish legislation, as all related to the activity of the Travel Agent is sole responsability of Trekking y Aventure, Official Travel Agency No. c.i.ma 1038. Nomad Photo Expeditions is a brand that belongs to Elite Line SL, a company based in Madrid, Spain. Marqués de Urquijo, 30.
			

			

			



			
				Photography Awards

                
                2010 Photoespaña, Finalist (Discoveries)

				2012 National Geographic, World Contest  Winner (People). (*)

                2012 Sony World Awards, Finalist

                2014 Grand Prix de la Découverte, Two Jury Awards

                2019 IPA Awards, Two Awards of Merit (Professional)

				2019 Travel Photographer of the Year, Finalist (Professional)

                2020 MIFA (Moscow International Awards)  Bronze in People (Professional)

				2020 IPA (International Photography Awards)  Finalist - Fine Art Professional

                2020 IPA (International Photography Awards) 2 Honorable Mentions -Professional

                2021 PX3 (Prix de la Photographie de Paris)  Gold Winner. Fine-Art 

                2022 TIFA (Tokyo International Foto Awards)  3 series Official selection

                2022 TIFA (Tokyo International Foto Awards)  Honorable Mention

                2022 LENS CULTURE (Critic's Choice)  Winner

                2022 CRITICAL MASS

				

				*Later disqualified due to technical issues
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Please read our cookies policy. By clicking "Accept" you agree with the terms of use.Accept Read the cookies policy
		
		
		
		
















       		
		
        CHOOSE YOUR TRIP
Show All Destinations
Bangladesh
Benin
Bhutan
China
Cuba
India
Ivory Coast
Mongolia
Morocco
Papua
Peru
Spain
Sudan
Thailand Vietnam Laos Cambodia
Turkey
Uzbekistan
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